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A year after a tornado destroyed parts of his town, Harrisburg 
Mayor Eric Gregg still carries a list of the names of eight people who 
were killed by the storm.
“I don’t ever forget them, and I will never forget them,” he said.
A 200-yard-wide tornado with winds up to 170 mph ripped 
through the sleeping town at 4:56 a.m. Feb. 29, 2012.
Jaylynn Ferrell, 22; Greg Swierk, 50; Linda Hull, 74; Mary Osman, 
75; Randy Rann, 64; and Donna Rann, 61, were killed when the EF4 
tornado destroyed their Brady Street duplexes. Don Smith, 70, died 
March 7 at Deaconess Hospital. R. Blaine Mauney, died May 31.
!e Illinois Emergency Management Agency found while proposing 
for federal assistance that the tornado damaged 440 homes. !e Illinois 
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity found that at 
least 74 Harrisburg businesses and at least 54 in the neighboring town 
of Ridgway were damaged.
Federal Emergency Management Agency o"cials denied any federal 
assistance to the city twice after determining assistance from state, area 
agency and volunteer assistance would be enough to rebuild.
Gregg said about 90 percent of the damaged areas have been rebuilt 
except for the Highway 45 strip mall, which was leveled.
“We were literally roo#ng houses the next day,” he said. “People here 
really refuse to be beat or go down.”
SARAH SCHNEIDER
The Weekender 
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Community members gather Wednesday at Southeastern Illinois College for a candlelight vigil in remembrance of the victims of the leap day tornado. “It was a very special event, “ 
Harrisburg mayor Eric Gregg said. “This was definitely a step in the healing process and a huge blessing.”
lynnette OOstmeyer | THE WEEKENDER
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!e Illinois Senate unanimously rejected 
Gov. Pat Quinn’s three appointments to 
the SIU Board of Trustees on Wednesday.
SIU’s Board of Trustees Chair Pro 
Tempore Roger Herrin interrupted 
the debate about graduate fee waivers 
during Wednesday’s executive session 
to announce the senate rejected the 
appointment of Lee Milner, of Spring"eld; 
Melvin Terrell, of Chicago; and Sandra 
Cook, of Collinsville.
!e Senate voted 0-23 against the 
governor's request, according to an 
Associated Press article.
Herrin said because the board was about 
to enter closed session, Milner and Terrell, 
who were brought in last minute, had to 
leave. Although he did not go into details, 
there was much discussion on the Senate 
#oor about the appointments, he said.
“I’ve been aware, a little earlier in the 
day, that they talked about me on the 
senate #oor way the hell more than they 
talked about (Milner and Terrell), OK?” 
he said. “I got ripped up pretty good 
myself. I don’t know why , but I believe in 
karma, and having said that, I regret it.”
Quinn appointed them as replacements 
to three members — Chairman John 
Simmons, Secretary Mark Hinrichs and 
Vice Chairman Ed Hightower — whose 
terms expired last month.
To replace Simmons as chair, Trustee 
Don Lowery nominated Herrin to "ll the 
spot until !ursday’s election, and Trustee 
Donna Mannering seconded the motion. 
!e appointment was unanimous, but 
trustees at the meeting did not say 
whether the election was invalid because 
of Milner’s and Terrell’s vote. Cook was 
not present.
Sen. William Haine, D-Alton, told 
the Associated Press he did not know the 
nominees’ quali"cations, and Quinn didn’t 
seek Senate advice on the appointees, 
which is a state constitution requirement.
Please see dailyegyptian.com for updates on 
this story as more information 
becomes available.
Karsten Burgstahler can be reached at 
kburgstahler@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 255
Senate rejects Quinn’s trustee appointments
KARSTEN BURGSTAHLER
The Weekender ‘‘I ’ve been aware, a little earlier in the day, that they talked about me on the senate floor way the hell more than they talked about (Milner 
and Terrell), OK? I got ripped up pretty good myself. I don’t know why , 
but I believe in karma, and having said that, I regret it.
— Roger Herrin
SIU’s Board of Trustees Chair Pro Tempore
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 Illinois has spent money in the United 
Kingdom and Germany on ads playing in theaters 
before the Oscar-winning movie “Lincoln” and 
partnered with a federally funded travel group that 
promotes the United States abroad in an e!ort to 
attract more international tourists to the state.
Illinois O"ce of Tourism Director Jen 
Hoelzle plans to discuss the new ventures 
during her “State of the State of Tourism” 
address #ursday at the Governor’s Conference 
on Travel and Tourism. She told #e Associated 
Press in an interview that the agency is looking 
to get more creative as it works to draw travelers.
Illinois already has started reaching out to 
international audiences, advertising in Canada, 
Germany and the United Kingdom and in coming 
months expanding that e!ort to Japan. Illinois had 
1.25 million overseas visitors in 2011, the latest 
year $gures are available. #at’s up slightly from 
1.18 million in 2010 and 1.16 million in 2009.
“#at’s great, but I think we can do so much 
better,” Hoelzle said. “We are just ripe for overseas 
visitors. #ey love these options that are in Chicago, 
which is our gateway, but also in the state.”
#e popularity of “Lincoln” which earned 
Daniel Day-Lewis his third best actor Oscar 
on Sunday has been a boon for the president’s 
home state, and Hoelzle said o"cials are trying 
to harness some of Hollywood’s shine for the 
Land of the Lincoln.
One example: the state paid $115,000 for a six-
week run of a 30-second commercial for Illinois 
tourism before the movie “Lincoln” played in 
theaters in the United Kingdom and Germany. #e 
spot urged potential travelers to “discover Lincoln in 
the land he called home.” When “Lincoln” opened 
in the United Kingdom, Illinois had a Lincoln 
impersonator give away movie tickets.
“We know that that international market is 
interested in us,” Hoelzle said. “#e opportunity 
is there, but we just need to get Illinois in front 
of the international consumer.”
Another way the state is trying to do that 
is through a partnership with Brand USA. 
#e Travel Promotion Act of 2010 started the 
Corporation for Travel Promotion, which does 
business as Brand USA. #e public-private 
partnership’s goal is to attract international 
visitors to the United States.
Illinois looks to attract
international tourists
CARYN ROUSSEAU
Associated Press 
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Today in 1985
Harlem Globetrotters’ guard Larry “Gator” Rivers helps a young fan spin a 
basketball on his finger during the Globetrotters’ appearance at the Arena. The 
Trotters, a team famous for their on-court antics, played before a crowd of 6,000 
fans.
Neville loberg | DAILY EGYPTIAN
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One tech company is asking for 
potential employees to apply in 
140 characters or less.
The tech firm Enterasys started 
to ask for tweets instead of 
resumes from potential employees 
under the belief that the résumé 
is dead and social media skills 
override other qualifications. 
However, Graduate Assistant in 
Career Services and résumé critic 
Priciliano Fabian said he thinks 
this initiative would be used more 
as a branding tool.
Fabian said a tweet can essentially 
be used as a qualification summary. 
It’s just like a very concise cover 
letter, he said.
No matter the program, 
employers believe their employees’ 
social media presence should be 
strong, he said, and this is just one 
way one company is making sure 
of that.
Fabian said employers would be 
more likely to use a tool such as 
Klout, a program that scores an 
individual’s social media presence 
based on a user’s activity and 
how others respond to it. The 
higher the score, the stronger that 
person’s social media presence.
He said he anticipates employers 
using social media as a hiring tool 
more in the future.
“I could definitely see (using 
Twitter) as a trend,” Fabian said. 
“Social media is changing every 
day.”
However, Career Development 
Coordinator Jaime Conley-Holt 
disagrees.
“There are definitely going to 
be new ways to recruit employees, 
but I don’t think this will stick,” 
she said.
Conley-Holt said a tweet will leave 
out too much information employers 
need. However, employers do use 
social media, and the Internet is an 
online résumé, she said.
Networking is the No. 1 way 
to find a job, she said, and social 
media is a good way to connect 
job seekers to potential employers.
LinkedIn is the professional 
version of Facebook, Conley-Holt 
said, and she has seen employers 
use it as a hiring tool. She said she 
has also seen employers use Skype 
— a face-to-face communication 
tool — for online job interviews.
Conley-Holt said she has 
witnessed people get hired from 
these interviews, but she has never 
heard of a potential employee 
using Twitter to obtain a job.
“I don’t see how a couple of 
tweets is really going to get you 
very far,” said Conley-Holt.
Résumés are critical, Conley-
Holt said, and she has witnessed 
people immediately obtain 
interviews because of alterations. 
Students can go from having no 
interviews to suddenly having 
four the next week because they 
changed how — instead of what — 
they presented about themselves.
Kazi Smith, a graduate student 
in media management from Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, said he would 
approach tweeting to YouTube, his 
dream job, by targeting something 
about the company. He said he 
would choose a video and analyze 
comments, likes or other specific 
aspects to let the employer know 
how he could contribute to the 
company.  This method is more 
effective in learning about the 
person than a résumé, he said.
Brittany Dickson, a senior from 
Marion studying psychology, said 
she would need at least a day to 
figure out what to say if a tweet 
meant she could obtain her dream 
job as a school counselor. She said 
she would have to weigh her goals 
and understand specifically what 
the employer expects before she 
sent anything.
She said she would have to 
make the tweet look professional 
without using slashes or numbers 
and ensuring her sentences are 
grammatically correct.
“I’m not sure if it’s doable, but 
if asked I would have to make it 
work,” Dickson said.
Scott Simon, a senior from 
Hamilton studying mining 
engineering, said he thinks 
applying for a job via tweet might 
be difficult.
“It’s a risky business strategy,” 
he said. “I couldn’t sell myself in 
140 characters.”
Arwen McNierney, an Eastern 
Illinois University graduate 
student in English from Elk 
Grove and School of Social Work 
receptionist, said as a professional 
editor, her résumé is a sample of 
both her writing and editing. She 
said a tweet would represent her in 
the same way.
However, McNierney said a 
tweet would not provide enough 
space to demonstrate her skills, 
and she would be stunned to find 
an employer who requested one.
“I would think that they’re 
basically insane,” she said.
McNierney said 140 characters 
allow a person enough room to say 
only one thing, and she would find 
the whole process discouraging.
“I’d basically write off the job,” 
she said. “I wouldn’t think I would 
get it. I have enough trouble selling 
myself in a 30-minute interview.”
Jessica Wettig Miles 
can be reached 
at 536-3311 ext. 268 
or jwettig@dailyegyptian.com.
Twitterviews are the new résumé
JESSICA WETTIG MILES
The Weekender ‘‘I ’d basically write off the job. I wouldn’t think I would get it. I have enough trouble selling myself in a 30 minute interview. — Arwen McNierney
EIU graduate student in English
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In the wake of mass shootings, 
natural disasters and other incidents 
on college grounds and elsewhere; one 
group has taken action to improve 
national campus safety.
A conference Saturday in Orlando, 
Fla., of campus security experts aimed to 
begin work on the 32 National Campus 
Safety Index, a new tool that would 
measure safety on the nation's college 
campuses. One of the conference's goals 
was to improve the existing campus 
safety reporting system, according to an 
article published by the Chronicle of 
Higher Education. Todd Sigler, director 
of the university's department of public 
safety, said the Clery Act is a useful start 
to discussions about campus safety, but 
understanding the information could 
be improved by communicating the 
circumstances that contribute to the 
numbers.
!e Clery Act was created after the 
rape and murder of a Lehigh student 
in 1990, after a public outcry over large 
numbers of unreported campus crimes. 
!e federal law requires any university 
receiving federal funding to release an 
annual report of campus safety statistics.
“Where the Clery Act fails is addressing 
an individual's personal responsibility for 
their own safety,” Sigler said.
Other university safety administators 
share Sigler's view.
“It's important for people to become 
engaged with the numbers,” said John 
Allen, administrative lieutenant at the 
university's department of public safety. 
“I give new-student orientations based 
around our reports, because people need 
to know what they're looking at.”
!e annual safety report includes 
data about violent crimes, arrests, "res, 
sexual assault prevention programs, 
environmental safety procedures and 
ways students can increase personal safety 
while on campus, Allen said.
“I encourage parents and students 
both to become familiar with the 
statistics,” he said. “!ere’s a ton of 
information on our website, and it’s 
important for everyone to have their 
eyes wide open.”
!e data can be misleading, though, 
Allen said. 
“You can’t just look at the numbers. 
You have to learn how to read them,” he 
said. “Trying to compare numbers from 
di#erent universities is like comparing 
limes to lemons, they’re similar but you 
have to have knowledge of the actual 
incidents.”
For example, Allen said a university 
who reports a large number of incidents 
of underage drinking doesn’t necessarily 
have an underage drinking problem.
“It may be that the school has a more 
e#ective enforcement program,” he 
said, “It's hard to say empirically why 
numbers are high or low, because that is 
totally subjective.”
Sigler said the numbers themselves do 
not present a whole accurate picture of 
a campus’ safety environment, because 
the surrounding community isn't taken 
into account.
“!e Clery numbers are better than 
nothing, but campuses like ours don't 
close at six o'clock,” he said. "It's a $uid 
environment.”
Allen said the numbers can also be 
misinterpreted because of the way the 
Clery Act requires them to be reported.
“We have to list on-campus 
incidents, and a separate column of 
on-campus incidents that occurred 
in residence halls,” he said. “!ese 
numbers aren’t added together for the 
total, and that can confuse parents and 
prospective students.”
!e numbers reported also come 
from other sources than campus police 
alone, Allen said.
“We are required to have campus 
security authorities who are chosen 
by their positions on campus, not 
just their job title,” he said. “!is can 
include faculty who serve as mentors 
or advisors.”
Allen said the university has trained 
more than 1,000 Campus Security 
Authorities on campus, and the program 
exists because some students feel 
more comfortable reporting crimes or 
victimizations to sources other than a 
police o%cer.
Sigler said the 32 Campus Safety 
Index proposals may be an improvement 
in how campus safety information is 
presented to the public, but with any 
number system come questions.
“It will be important to know how the 
index's rankings, or however they will 
present information, is well-explained," 
he said. "!is way people have a better 
idea what the di#erences are between 
them.”
Allen said the university has many 
other programs students should be aware 
of that contribute to the campus' overall 
safety culture and can a#ect reported 
numbers of safety incidents.
“We have the wireless emergency 
noti"cation system, which reaches more 
than 10,000 people,” he said. “As well 
as the Building Emergency Response 
Teams in every building on campus.”
!e BERT is an all-volunteer 
force trained to assist in coordinating 
emergency actions and maintaining 
order, should an event occur.
Sigler said the BERT is required by 
one of the Clery Act's provisions calling 
for a campus threat assessment team.
“We were ahead of the curve in 
meeting that need," he said. "But within 
the Clery Act, any question of safety 
adequacy, like the appropriate number of 
emergency call boxes, is largely left up to 
the institution itself.”
Students across campus are concerned 
about their safety following reports of 
crimes on campus as well as the recent 
shooting sprees across the country.
Kellyn Sirach, a junior from 
Harrisburg studying elementary 
education, said she’s too scared to be 
on campus at night.
“I come from a small town and my 
parents are huge worriers, so that has 
made me a little more fearful,” she said. 
“My parents even bought me a lipstick-
sized pepper spray can.”
Sirach, who lives in the Wall and 
Grand Apartments, said she is cautious 
even in her apartment because she 
doesn’t truly know her neighbors.
“I always make sure to lock my door, 
and I’ve never even met my resident 
assistant,” she said.
Sirach said she has enrolled in the 
Wireless Emergency Noti"cation 
System, but has never received an alert 
from the system, but she approved of 
the CSA program.
“If I were assaulted, I would de"nitely 
feel more comfortable talking to a 
mentor or advisor because I’ve never 
really dealt with the police,” she said.
She also said she has seen vandalised 
bicycles around campus, but has never 
personally had a safety issue.
Amanda Nash, a freshman from 
Champaign studying architecture, had a 
di#erent opinion on her personal safety.
Nash lives in the Mae Smith residence 
hall, in a living and learning community 
made up of architecture and fashion 
design majors.
“I generally feel safe on campus, and 
our whole $oor is practically family,” 
she said. “I still keep my door locked, 
though.”
Nash’s main concern was the 
university sharing knowledge of its safety 
programs with students, as she said she 
had no knowledge of the BERT or the 
CSA programs.
Allen, though, said any student who 
feels unsafe for any reason should call 
their o%ce immediately.
“We can only improve by hearing 
from the students themselves,” he said.
Ultimately, Sigler and Allen said 
reducing a campus' safety environment 
to numbers on a page is only a "rst step 
to discussing it.
“Clery is not the end of the 
conversation," Sigler said. "By trying 
to reduce a complex concept like safety 
to a simple set of numbers is doing a 
disservice to parents and students alike.”
Campus safety still large concern
ZACH MARTIN
The Weekender 
Gregg said that day changed the 
town as well as residents’ lives.
Stacy Cottom, who lived in a Brady 
street duplex with her husband Doug, 
said the day was the worst of her life. 
Cottom said she and her husband were 
lifted into the air when the storm hit 
and landed 100 to 150 feet from their 
home. She said her husband had a 
broken back, a fractured pelvis and cuts 
everywhere. He was in the Evansville 
Hospital trauma unit for !ve days and a 
rehab facility for almost two weeks.
Cottom said she didn’t go back home 
for a few days but soon returned to work 
at Ross Cottom Lanes, the bowling alley 
they own. After living with family and 
friends for months, the couple moved 
back to their rebuilt home in August.
“I wanted to go back to the exact 
duplex we were in before because I 
didn’t want this tornado, for lack of 
better words, chasing me around my 
whole life,” she said. “It’s kind of like 
the mind over matter thing. I wanted 
to say, ‘Hey, you’re not going to get 
me down.’”
Living in the same area where six of 
their neighbors died has been di"cult 
for the couple.
“You think about those people and 
then you feel bad because you wonder, 
‘Why am I alive? It just doesn’t make 
sense,’” she said. “But I’m here, that’s 
wonderful. I’m just living life.”
Cottom said family and friends helped 
!nd their belongings in the wreckage.
Sherry Hinant, an assistant librarian 
and genealogist at the Harrisburg 
District Library, helped organize 
photographs found after the storm. 
#e pictures were spread out on library 
basement tables for residents to !nd.
Hinant said she wanted to help 
because the pictures meant more than 
anyone would think. She has been 
through a house !re and knows what 
it is like to lose almost everything, she 
said.
“I know how devastating it can be,” 
she said. “And just to !nd the simplest 
little thing means so much to have it. 
So I knew how important these pictures 
were to people.”
Hinant said to a certain extent the 
community support has lasted past the 
!rst few days.
Dave Dennison, co-owner of 
Morello’s Pizza and Catering in 
Harrisburg, said while the city was 
in disbelief of what happened, people 
poured their hearts into helping 
neighbors.
Dennison and several restaurant 
owners provided food for those 
displaced and people who came to help.
Family members of victims were 
worried about community support not 
lasting, Gregg said.
“People were running to help, not 
running away from it,” he said. “#at is 
something that has carried us from that 
day to now. We still have people coming 
to help.”
Gregg said there were at least 6,000 
volunteers that came from outside the 
city to help.
Cottom said the community support 
was unbelievable.
“When you think of Joplin, Mo., 
it was the whole town. You wonder, is 
the hospital still up there? Is this all of 
Harrisburg? Is anyone even going to 
come?” she said. “People came from all 
over, from everywhere, from out of state.”
For many Harrisburg residents and 
those who lost loved ones, the storm 
is not something they will forget and 
helped them appreciate a smaller 
community.
“I can’t imagine living anywhere else,” 
Cottom said. “I mean, if that was going 
to happen again, I’d want to live here.”
Tara Kulash contributed to this story.
Sarah Schneider can be reached at 
sschneider@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 259.
Harrisburg 
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Keith Huke, of Harrisburg, Ill., looks through the remnants of his living room Feb. 29, 2012 on Water Street. “The main items I want to find are my medications and my arrowhead 
collection, which is very important to me,” Huke said. 
Lynnette OOstmeyer | DAILY EGYPTIAN
Aruniti Manawa, of Harrisburg, waits for her family Feb. 29, 2012 outside their home after a tornado destroyed half their home.  Manawa’s 
father, Brahm Jyot, said they just moved from Chicago eight months before the storm.
steve matzker | DAILY EGYPTIAN
February 28 - 
March 3, 2013
Photo IllustratIon by DanIelle McGrew | THE WEEKENDER
When Bruce Cline is not working night shifts at Carbondale Memorial Hospital, he occasionally hunts ghosts. 
 Cline, the founder of !e Little Egypt Ghost Society, said 
while investigating old areas on campus and collections of old 
newspaper archives, he found evidence suggesting life from the 
beyond in Carbondale. 
But people should not be alarmed, he said, !e Little Egypt 
Ghost Society has not encountered any dangerous ghost activity 
in southern Illinois — yet.
!ere are signs of paranormal activity in Carbondale including 
the Hundley House, Shryock Auditorium and Oakland 
Cemetery, Cline said. 
Signs of ghostly incidents
haunt Carbondale
Story by Anthony Pickens
Ghostly | 10
Kale Meggs, another member of the 
organization, recalled hunting ghosts with 
Cline and a troop of Girl Scouts in Shryock 
Auditorium.
Meggs said he was demonstrating electronic 
voice phenomenon — using a device such 
as a tape recorder to pick up electronically 
generated speech — to some Girl Scouts 
when a door slammed shut unexpectedly.
 “It was a door that had been locked shut, 
and was blocked o! for construction,” he said. 
“(Cline and I) heard this loud slam and we ran 
over there. We knew it was a door slamming. 
It opened by itself and it slammed shut.”
Meggs said no one was by the door when it 
happened, and Cline also saw someone sitting 
on a chair through a window. When he looked 
back at the chair, there was no one there.
Cline said the Shryock Auditorium 
experience was weird, but investigating 
Oakland Cemetery with a voice recorder was 
just as scary. "e cemetery was extremely 
“alive” with paranormal activity, he said. 
Cline said when he arrived on the scene 
Meggs began taking photos, talking and 
recording audio.  When he played the voice 
recorder back, he heard voices not present 
when he initially recorded.   
Meggs said tape recorder use is his most 
reliable way to detect signs of paranormal 
activity when he goes on ghost hunts. "e 
human ear cannot detect sound emitted by 
ghosts, but a tape recorder can, Meggs said. 
If there is a voice speaking below 20 hertz, 
which is lower than the human ear can detect, 
on the tape recorder, he said it must be a 
paranormal life form. 
Meggs said a voice lower than 20 hertz 
responded to his questions in a resident’s 
home during a ghost hunt. "e experience left 
him believing ghosts exist.
“"ere is no scienti#c explanation for 
(voices on the recording),” he said. “"at to 
me is the biggest proof of paranormal activity, 
and that has happened quite a bit during a lot 
of our investigations.”
Cline said he prefers using another device 
to #nd signs of paranormal activity. "e 
electromagnetic #eld, which detects any 
electrical charges on objects and humans, is a 
device Discovery Channel’s Ghost Lab, used 
to #nd signs of ghosts at the Hundley House, 
he said. 
Since the mysterious death of J.C. and 
Luella Hundley in 1928, it has been said that 
the Hundley House is haunted. Cline said 
producers from Ghost Lab invited him to 
come along on the ghost hunt to investigate 
the old house. 
He said during the investigation, the device 
picked up electrically-charged energy from 
unseen objects and the crew experienced 
$ickering lights.
“If you #nd an energy that’s out in 
the middle of a room or out in a yard or 
something and it’s moving on you, that’s not 
natural electromagnetic #eld (readings),” he 
said. “"at very well can be paranormal.” 
While Cline and Meggs said they believe in 
the evidence gained from their investigations, 
Scott "orne, owner of Castle Perilous, said 
he believes there is something strange out 
there, but does not know if there is su%cient 
evidence to indicate it is a ghost. 
"orne said he hasn’t had any encounters 
with ghosts, but said he does believe there is 
something out there based o! history recorded 
in the books “Weird Egypt” and “Legends and 
Lore of Southern Illinois.”
Although, "orne has helped Cline set 
up events at Castle Perilous for "e Little 
Egypt Ghost Society, he said more scienti#c 
research needs to be done before he is willing 
to call what Cline and Meggs are experiencing 
ghosts.
Anthony Pickens can be reached  
at apickens@dailyegyptian.com  
or 536-3311 ext. 257
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The Onion apologizes for offensive tweet 
"e Onion is apologizing for calling the 
9-year-old star of “Beasts of the Southern 
Wild” a vulgar and o!ensive name on Twitter, 
an attack that led to a #restorm online.
"e satirical newspaper on Sunday referred 
to Quvenzhane Wallis with an expletive 
intended to denigrate women. "e Onion was 
lambasted overnight and asked for forgiveness 
Monday.
“It was crude and o!ensive — not to mention 
inconsistent with "e Onion’s commitment to 
parody and satire, however biting,” "e Onion 
CEO Steve Hannah wrote on Facebook. “No 
person should be subjected to such a senseless, 
humorless comment masquerading as satire.”
Hannah said the o!ensive tweet was taken 
down within an hour and the newspaper has 
“instituted new and tighter Twitter procedures” 
to ensure it will never happen again. "ose 
responsible would be disciplined, he added.
“Miss Wallis, you are young and talented 
and deserve better. All of us at "e Onion are 
deeply sorry.”
A message sent to Quvenzhane’s 
representative seeking comment wasn’t 
immediately returned Monday. She was the 
youngest-ever actress nominee at the Academy 
Awards.
"e Onion’s original tweet brought some 
calls for the fake news organization to publicly 
identify the writer of the tweet, vows to refuse 
to retweet its material, and requests from 
outraged consumers to email "e Onion to 
complain.
Oscar host Seth MacFarlane also joked 
about the young star during the ceremony. 
Some found the quip o!ensive, albeit not to 
the degree of the outrage over "e Onion’s 
tweet. MacFarlane joked that “it’ll be 16 years 
before she’s too old for” George Clooney.
Despite the attack, Quvenzhane had some 
reason to stay positive Sunday. By the time 
she’d arrived at the Oscar telecast, she could 
boast that she had been cast to play Annie in 
a contemporized adaptation of the Broadway 
musical and the “Little Orphan Annie” comic 
strip to be directed by Will Gluck.
It wasn’t the #rst time "e Onion has gotten 
into hot water for trying to push its humor. 
Last year, the site attracted public ire for an 
image that showed an airliner about to crash 
into Chicago’s Willis Tower. Despite an outcry, 
the Onion’s marketing director refused to back 
down.
Last year, the joke site made international 
headlines when the online version of China’s 
Communist Party newspaper hailed an 
Onion report naming North Korean dictator 
Kim Jong Un as the “Sexiest Man Alive” — 
apparently unaware it was satire.
In 2011, U.S. Capitol Police released 
a statement refuting tweets and an article 
claiming members of Congress had taken a 
group of schoolchildren hostage. It included 
a doctored picture of Republican House of 
Representatives Speaker John Boehner holding 
a gun to a child’s head.
"e Chicago-based publication was founded 
in 1988 by two students in Madison from the 
University of Wisconsin. Starting as a local 
college newspaper, it became a national comedy 
institution and went online in 1996, and has 
since developed a television news parody.
"e publication is distributed weekly in 
cities, but it has also embraced Twitter and has 
an app for the iPad and other tablets. It says it 
averages 40 million page views and roughly 7.5 
million unique visitors per month.
Quvenzhane Wallis plays Hushpuppy in “Beasts of the Southern Wild.”
The Associated Press
It has been cold lately, but soon enough the 
weather will warm and you'll want a pop of 
spring to relieve the weariness of your wintery 
black wardrobe.
But which of the many spring trends — 
cropped jackets, graphic black and white, 
vibrant color mixes and global print-a-
paloozas — do you choose to get you through 
the winter blues?
"Spring '13 trends o!er something for 
everyone," says David Wolfe, creative director 
of "e Doneger Group, a New York-based 
retail and fashion consultant.
""ere are a great many directions 
happening all at once with each designer/label 
o!ering looks that are true to themselves. 
Colorful and optimistic sums it all up, very 
possibly a reaction to a world fraught with 
problems and disasters. Fashion is acting as an 
escape mechanism."
And gone are the days when you saw 
something on a runway in October and 
waited half a year for the trend to hit your 
mall. With the Internet — and the thousands 
of fashion bloggers and self-appointed stylists 
it has spawned — couture trends translate 
much faster into retail reality than they used 
to, Wolfe said.
Such "fast fashion" means antsy fashionistas 
like me can get a spring-look #x well before 
winter is over.
""ere used to be a real 'ripple-out' 
timetable that said, 'Paris now, Peoria in 18 
months,'" Wolfe said. ""at is no longer the 
case. For those who care about fashion, it is 
almost instant."
And that ability to satisfy a fashion fan's 
desire for the new hasn't just made trends 
more accessible, it has made them easier to 
a!ord.
Wolfe points to the spring 2013 runways. 
"ey were full of black and white — which 
Wolfe deems "hardly a revolutionary idea" — 
and nearly immediately, fast-fashion retailer 
H&M is pushing black-and-white out#ts. "e 
Swedish retailer is selling a black-and-white-
striped sheer blouse for $25 that looks like 
something o! the Marc Jacobs spring runway.
But what to choose for your escape from 
now until actual spring without looking like 
you're blindly following trends? After all, 
what works on the runways doesn't work for 
your life.
"If you like a trend, you should try it," says 
Sarah Bennett, personal stylist manager at 
Nordstrom South Coast Plaza in Costa Mesa, 
Calif. "Every trend is wearable; the key is 
tailoring it to your own personal style. Color 
is everywhere for spring. If you're not ready 
for head-to-toe color, try starting small with a 
colored shoe or handbag."
But the array of trends is dizzying. From 
the boxy silhouettes of Chanel's sweet suits, 
Derek Lam's saturated featherweight leather, 
Peter Pilotto's hypnotic exotic prints, Chloe's 
blinding white ensembles, Gucci's giant 
undulating ru$es or Michael Kors' blue-green 
color mix — what's a girl on a limited budget 
to do?
"With so many trends happening 
simultaneously, a smart shopper takes the 
time ... to familiarize herself with the options 
and to only adapt/assimilate those that truly 
suit her real lifestyle and budget. Forget Kim 
Kardashian and all those starlets on the red 
carpet," Wolfe advised.
His easy solution is to choose something 
that looks like your style, but in spring's 
favorite new colors.
"Color, color, color! But not any one speci#c 
color," he said. ""ere will be brights, pastels, 
black-and-white and neutrals, too. 'Proven 
newness' is an important consideration. 
"at means choosing something familiar (a 
garment or an accessory) that is in a new color 
or new material. It's safe, but sort of exciting."
Costa Mesa, Calif.-based fashion blogger 
Beth Jones of B. Jones Style agrees.
"Bold color is still in. Purchase one 
statement item in a bold color and pop it in 
your winter wardrobe, but get ready to wear it 
when spring comes around," she said.
Another trend easily incorporated into your 
spring closet — you might even have some 
left over from fall, when it started appearing 
on the runway and in stores — is lightweight 
leather.
Ultra-soft leather details on shirts or 
dresses automatically make a piece look more 
sophisticated and give a classic sweater an 
unexpected edge.
Here, too, color can make it new, because 
leather doesn't just come in black anymore 
(although black leather has reached an iconic 
status that automatically makes it classic and 
therefore wearable for all time).
"I'm loving leather for spring, especially 
colored leather. It's such a great transitional 
piece, and if you're going to make the 
investment, you're going to want to use it all 
year long," says Orange County, Calif. fashion 
stylist Leslie Christen.
Choosing a trend that makes you feel like 
the ultimate version of yourself is the best way 
to introduce newness into your wardrobe.
"Fashion is a form of self-expression," 
Nordstrom's Bennett says. "It's a way to tell 
the world who we are and who we aspire to 
be without saying anything. If we didn't have 
fashion, we'd all be dressed the same; part of 
our identity would be erased."
Get a jump on fashion trendsSpring forward 
JULIE GALLEGO
McClatchy-Tribune 
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pet connection
GINA SPADAFORI | UNIVERSAL UCLICK
Even though my pets, from dogs to goats to horses, generally get along with others not of 
their kind, I believe most animals like having a companion of their own species. !is is why I 
keep at least two of almost every type of pet I have, and why, three months ago, I added a cat. 
Not a kitten — a cat. I thought my middle-aged indoor cat, Ilario, seemed lonely after my 
other cat had died. And while kittens are always appealing, I knew that many wonderful adult 
cats need homes. 
I had one opening and wanted to "ll it with a middle-aged cat. Enter Mariposa.
Within a month, I knew I’d made the right decision in adopting her. An adult cat can slide 
quickly into your life. You know pretty well what you’re getting with a grown cat — activity 
level, sociability, health, etc. Given time in a loving environment, a grown cat forms just as tight 
a bond with his new people as any kitten can.
If you’re thinking of adopting a kitten, I encourage you to think cat instead. (Or better yet: 
one of each!) Because adult cats are generally more reserved than kittens, you need to cut them 
some slack in the adoption process. And then give them plenty of time to adjust to their new 
home. 
Mariposa spent the "rst two weeks alone in a closed spare bedroom, secluded away from 
Ilario and the dogs to give her time to adjust to the upheaval. When I went in to feed or clean 
the box, I sat quietly on the bed, letting her choose how much she cared to interact. For the "rst 
few days, all I saw of her was the #ash of her tail as she slid under the bed. When she started 
greeting me by purring and jumping up beside me to be petted, I moved to the next stage, 
putting a baby gate across the open doorway. 
After a few days and some hissy interactions, the two cats were happily sharing the sunny spot 
in the spare bedroom. But while Ilario came and went over the baby gate, Mariposa did not. She 
felt safer with the dogs on the other side of the gate, and I didn’t push it. Another couple weeks 
went by before she felt brave enough to explore a little more. 
My dogs are not cat-aggressive. If they were, I’d never risk having a cat in the home. But they 
are naturally curious, so I kept a close eye on interactions. After a few sni$s and one aborted 
chase that ended with Mariposa #ying over the baby gate to safety — my dogs know the “leave 
it” command very well — everyone decided to get along. Each week they seem to get along 
better than the week before. 
I made it easy, of course, with three litter boxes (experts advise one per cat, plus one) and 
separate feedings for everyone. Two cat trees at opposite ends of the house o$er places for 
togetherness or quiet time alone. Not that either cat is often alone: As I’d guessed he would, 
Ilario loves having another cat in the home. 
My biggest challenge now? Finding space on the bed. With two cats and two dogs, there 
doesn’t seem to be a whole lot of room left over. Mariposa, for her part, sleeps on top of me. 
!at’s going to be uncomfortable in the summer, but on these cold evenings I have to admit: It 
makes me even happier for adopting her than I ever would have dreamed possible. 
Q&A: Topical solution best 
for dead lawn problem
the
BUZZ
Q: We moved to California a couple of 
years ago, and we don’t miss the snow at 
all. But we are at wits’ end over dead spots 
on our lawn where our dog squats. We 
finally have a beautiful yard, and now this. 
What can we give her to neutralize her 
urine? -- S.R., via email 
A: !e idea behind most “cures” given to 
pets for this situation is to trigger increased 
thirst, thereby diluting the urine produced. 
It’s not a very e$ective strategy, though, 
and it’s certainly not worth messing with 
the normal body processes of your pet to 
keep your lawn green. And there are better 
options. 
One solution is to set aside a part of your 
yard — an out-of-sight corner, ideally — for 
your dog’s potty needs, and train or restrict 
her to use this area exclusively. Replace the 
lawn in this area with decomposed granite, 
pea gravel or other kill-proof cover that will 
present a nice appearance and o$er easy 
cleanup.
If it’s not possible to split o$ part of the 
yard for your dog’s potty area, the best way to 
"x the die-o$ is to dilute the urine yourself, 
on the spot. 
Keep the hose or a bucket of water handy 
and #ush the area to dilute the urine to non-
damaging levels. You need to do this fairly 
soon after your dog urinates, and you cannot 
rely on every-other-day water from the 
sprinklers to help much. 
Years ago, a dog-loving friend of mine 
with an exceptionally lovely yard came up 
with a solution that takes some e$ort, but 
worked well for her. 
She kept a fresh roll of sod growing in an 
out-of-the-way corner of her yard, and when 
a spot on the lawn started to turn yellow, 
she’d cut it out and replaced it with fresh sod. 
!e maintenance was constant, but so was 
the green of her yard. 
           — Gina Spadafori 
 
Do you have a pet question?
Send it to petconnection@gmail.com
or visit Facebook.com/DrMartyBecker.
   — Miami veterinarian Dr. Patty Khuly, a popular columnist and blogger, has 
developed a smartphone application to help dog lovers trim down their pets. !e Fat 
Dog Diet ($2.99) allows dog owners to enter precise details about their dog, including 
selecting from a menu that includes most commercial diets. !e application then 
recommends meal portions, treats and minutes of exercise every day to slim down the 
pet. !e app also tracks progress and encourages the pet owner through text alerts to 
keep on the program. Veterinarians say that more than half of all pets are overweight or 
obese, which triggers or worsens many health problems. 
— Swimming is great exercise if you’re trying to lose weight, but it’s a rare cat who’ll 
agree with that. Enter Holly, a 13-year-old Virginia cat weighing about twice the normal 
feline weight. Holly’s owner takes her swimming in a pool meant for rehabilitation therapy 
for pets. While swimming and water-treadmill therapy are common for dogs, few cats 
will tolerate the water. Holly has lost one pound over six months — while gaining quite a 
following at the veterinary rehab center. 
— Over-the-counter medications are one of the top pet poisoning risks. While many 
times pets ingest the medications by accident, other times they’re given to them by owners 
who don’t realize some medications safe for people are toxic for pets. !at’s why you 
should never give your pet any over-the-counter medication without clearing it with 
your veterinarian "rst. For example, the common painkiller acetaminophen, the active 
ingredient in Tylenol, can kill your cat. 
                 -- Gina Spadafori
Patience when adopting an adult pet pays off in love
‘‘I believe most animals like having a companion of their own species. This is why I keep at least two of almost every type of pet I have.
— Gina Spadarfori 
vetstreet.com journalist
$10 or lessVe
ganVeggie
Time: 60 minutes Servings: 4 - 8
Lentil Soup
Ingredients
1/4 package of lentils, rinsed, sorted*
3-4 cups water
1 32 oz. box beef broth (or vegetable broth to make this recipe vegetarian/vegan friendly)
2 small cloves garlic, minced
Pinch of salt
Pinch of black pepper
1/8 teaspoon crushed red pepper
1 1/2 tablespoons of dried oregano
1/2 teaspoon onion powder
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
1/2 of a 12 oz. bag of mixed soup vegetables from the freezer isle
1/2 can tomato paste 
1/2 can diced tomato
1/2 dry cup small sized pasta
Grated cheese (optional)
*A few hours (or even a day before,) preparing the soup, rinse the lentils, spread them !at on 
a surface and sort out rocks, and other non-lentil materials. Optional: let them dry.
Transfer lentils to three-quart Dutch oven with three to four cups water. Bring to boil 
over high heat; immediately after boiling, turn heat to low and simmer for 20 minutes. 
After simmering, remove one cup of liquid if you used three cups of water, two cups if you 
used four cups of water; dispose of removed liquid.
Add the 32 ounces of beef or vegetable broth, two cloves minced garlic, pinch of salt, 
pinch of pepper and 1/8 teaspoon crushed red pepper to the lentils. Stir well and increase 
burner temperature to medium heat. Add 1 1/2 table spoons of dried oregano. Stir well. 
Add half of a teaspoon onion powder, half a teaspoon of garlic powder, half of a 12 ounce 
package of mixed soup vegetables, half a can of diced tomato and half a can of tomato 
paste. Stir until tomato paste is broken up. Let simmer for 20 minutes.
After simmering for 20 minutes bring soup to a boil and add a half a cup of small sized 
pasta, reduce to low boil for 10 minutes.
Quick Tip —Since this soup is a pretty well-rounded meal as is, choose a grain or starch based side like cornbread (or mu"ns). Cornbread is economical to 
make; you can pick up a dry mix for less than $2 at just about any store 
and the cornbread will complement the vegetables in the soup.
—#is soup is hearty and the beans and pasta can soak up to broth. 
When re-warming leftovers you may add extra water or broth to the soup 
to replace what was soaked up.
Lentils are a type of bean that have been cultivated for a few thousand years, and are an inexpensive, vegetarian and vegan friendly option for protein rich meals. 
#ese little beans also are high in $ber, which helps keep you full as well.
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Dave Petrizzo, of Chicago, plays guitar Saturday at Hangar 9 with his band Spread. Spread, a group formed entirely 
of alumni, has been performing since 2008. Bassist Colin Finn, of Chicago, said Hangar 9 is the group’s favorite 
venue apart from large music festivals.
Spread 
rocks the house at 
Hangar 9
Photos by Laura Roberts
Keyboardist Steven Kaufman, of Carbondale (above), and bassist Colin Finn, of Chicago (left), play Saturday 
during their band, Spread’s, performance at Hangar 9 in Carbondale.
For the love of the game
Whether it’s at the !eld or in Davies gym, when the SIU men’s club baseball team is together, all that matters is baseball. 
"e SIU club baseball team is a student-run and 
coached team with 22 players this year. Similar to 
the SIU National Collegiate Athletic Association 
men’s baseball team, the SIU club team also is part 
of a top-tier baseball league. 
sports
JACK ROBINSON
The Weekender 
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enrollment size. !e club Salukis play in 
Division II and play divisional games against 
schools such as Missouri State University, 
University of Illinois and Bradley University.
NCBA teams are formed either because 
the school cannot a"ord to fund an NCAA 
varsity baseball team or some schools form 
teams because they have so much demand 
for another baseball team. !e Salukis are 
fortunate to fall under the category where 
baseball is in demand.
Kyle Miller, a freshman from Murphys-
boro studying recreation, said baseball is 
popular in Carbondale because of the players 
that attend SIU.
“It’s so popular throughout southern Il-
linois and most of the kids are from some-
where that baseball is really popular,” he said. 
“Baseball, where they come from is such a 
big deal in the environment and they came 
with the love of baseball and that transfers to 
everyone else.”
!e team also has a rich history of success. 
In both the 2009 and 2010 seasons, the 
Salukis #nished in the top 10 in the nation. 
In 2009 the team won 11 games and #nished 
sixth in the nation. !e team then followed 
the 2009 season with a 16-win campaign in 
2010 and #nished third in the nation. 
Although the club team does not get as 
much media coverage as the NCAA team, 
the club team president doesn’t seem to 
mind. 
Michael Ingram, a senior from Richmond, 
Ind. studying marketing, has been on both 
SIU baseball teams and said there shouldn’t 
be a comparison between the two.
“I’ve been on both sides of the coin, and 
I think we do a good job of di"erentiat-
ing ourselves from the division I program,” 
he said. “!e SIU team is an outstanding 
program and coach Henderson is an awe-
some coach, but it’s just di"erent. We do this 
so that kids can compete and travel and we 
want to give them a good opportunity to do 
all that, “ he said.
Miller said club baseball is more about just 
playing the game and less about statistics. 
Miller has played baseball nearly his entire 
life and he said baseball should be about the 
game and not about coverage or press.
“I always thought that if you love the game 
enough it shouldn’t matter who comes to 
watch,” he said. “!e game should be about 
passion no matter who is out there.”
!e team’s bills are paid through a series of 
ways. !e players have to pay an annual fee 
of $150 and like other Registered Student 
Organizations are partially funded through 
proposals. !e team hosted a tournament 
in the fall that featured six teams and raised 
$5000 toward club dues. With the fees paid 
by the player, they receive two hats, two jer-
seys with their name on it, one pullover and 
practice equipment. !e hotel and bus costs 
are also included in the player dues.
Ingram said he makes sure fees are low and 
that players get everything they can out of 
their money. 
“(!e majority of our money is allocated 
through player dues and fundraisers,” he said. 
“We also had a big tournament this year that 
o"set a bunch of the costs in the spring. Some 
schools pay nearly $1000 for club sports, so I 
think that we are very lucky here.”
Christian Cocokios, a freshman from 
Tinley Park studying recreation, said he has 
been pleased with how Ingram has handled 
the teams’ #nances.
“Michael is great with handling our 
money, we got a bunch of great gear with our 
names on them and we get to stay at hotels,” 
he said. “We are always getting new gear 
and everything is basically paid for besides 
our gas. I am happy with how our money is 
managed.” 
Weather permitting, the club Salukis are 
scheduled to play 26 games this season and 
will travel to #ve di"erent cities for games 
against Murray State University, University 
of Arkansas, Southern Illinois University 
of Edwardsville, University of Illinois and 
DePaul University.
After the regular season is #nished, the 
Salukis will compete in the NCBA district 
regionals which determines who is eligible to 
play in the NCBA Division II World Series 
tournament. !is year the games are May 
17 to May 21 at Brooks Field in Paducah, 
Ky. Last year the Hofstra University Pride 
won and this year Ingram said the Salukis are 
looking to sneak into the playo"s.
“!ese last couple years I was aware of 
how good we have been and I see no reason 
why we can’t get in,” he said. “!is year we 
are in#nitely better than last year, we have a 
few transfers who can swing well and strong 
arms that can take over games for you. I am 
con#dent that we have a good shot at mak-
ing the tournament.” 
!e SIU club baseball team starts the 
season March 24 in Kentucky against Murray 
State University.
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Kyle Miller, a freshmen studying electrical engineering fields a ground ball Tuesday 
at (name of field, working on finding). The baseball RSO is 3-0 after sweeping Indiana 
State and will welcome Murray State this weekend for a three game series.
Jon-erik Bradford | THE WEEKENDER
CHICAGO (AP) — Maybe it was race 
driver Je" Gordon’s shout out to the fans 
at “Wrigley Stadium.” Or Ozzy Osbourne, 
who decided the lyrics of “Take Me Out to 
!e Ball Game” were not nearly as interest-
ing as the mostly unintelligible words he’d 
picked out for himself. Or perhaps it was 
actress Denise Richards, who brought along 
a little cheat sheet in case she forgot the 
words.
Whatever the reason, the Chicago Cubs 
have decided to make the broadcast booth 
at Wrigley Field, and more importantly, the 
microphone, o" limits to the likes of Vanna 
White, Erik Estrada and Mickey Rooney. 
Marion Ross will apparently be the last 
member of the “Happy Days” cast to sing 
during the seventh-inning stretch. No more 
Kid Rock, who, as the story goes, knew it 
was customary to say something at the end 
of the song, but went with “Let’s get some 
lunch!” instead of the more traditional 
“Let’s get some runs.”
“I think the last couple of years we 
had gotten away to a couple of people 
who weren’t tied to Chicago,” said Jim 
Oboikowitch, the Cubs in-game program-
ming director in what might be a bit of 
understatement after more than a decade 
of Peter Frampton, David Cassidy, Barbara 
Eden and Frank Sinatra (Junior) leading the 
Wrigley faithful in song.
Some fans are pleased.
“It was a good idea at #rst,” Al Yellon, 
who runs bleedcubbieblue.com, said of the 
Cubs’ decision to allow celebrities to take 
over the job the late Harry Caray handled so 
famously for so many years. “But it turned 
into a celebrity fest with D-list celebrities.”
Ouch.
Actor Joe Mantegna, a Chicago native 
and lifelong Cubs fan who has led the sing-
ing at Wrigley at least four times, said he 
agrees with the change. !e co-author of 
play “Bleacher Bums” said there is some-
thing wrong with some “Jose Schmo who 
won an Oscar, is from Canada and hates 
baseball” donning a Cubs jersey and singing 
the song. Wrong in many ways, too: See 
YouTube for the evidence and bring your 
ear plugs.
At the same time, as a fan of a team that 
hasn’t won the World Series since 1908, 
Mantegna won’t rule out bringing in some-
one — anyone— if it can somehow help the 
Cubs break the most infamous drought in 
American sports.
“If it takes bringing a Martian to sing to 
get into the World Series, I’d advocate for 
that,” he said.
!e song is played during the stretch 
around the major leagues, usually the ball-
park organist leading the fans in song. Some 
parks have their own traditions, of course 
— Fenway Park and Neil Diamond’s “Sweet 
Caroline” in the eighth inning, for example. 
!e Florida Marlins tried to skip “Take Me 
Out to !e Ball Game” to go with dancers 
leading fans to Gloria Estefan songs, a tradi-
tion that lasted all of two games.
For a team that doesn’t exactly have a long 
history of embracing change — lights didn’t 
arrive until 1988 — messing with a musical 
tradition tied forever to Caray might seem a 
dramatic step. But the Cubs have a new re-
gime in place, with !eo Epstein and other 
front-o$ce personnel trying to turn around 
baseball’s famous losers and chairman Tom 
Ricketts pressing for upgrades to Wrigley, 
the oldest ballpark in the majors behind 
Fenway.
!e Cubs are coming o" a year in which 
they lost 100 games in a season (101, actu-
ally) for the #rst time since 1966 and just 
the third time in their history. So maybe 
change is a good thing, wherever it comes.
Not everybody is warmed by the thought 
that they have seen the last of Tom Arnold 
or Dawn Wells in the broadcast booth.
“Part of the fun was having Erik Estrada 
up there,” said Steve Rhodes, a longtime 
fan whose Chicago-oriented website, !e 
Beachwood Reporter, once posted a song 
“Don’t Start Believin’” to remind other fans 
what happens whenever they get their hopes 
up. “!is is kind of the Cubs screwing up in 
reverse again (because) it was something stu-
pid they should never have done in the #rst 
place but then making it worse by taking 
the fun part away, all these D listers.”
And join in they did, #rst at White Sox 
games and then at Wrigley, when Caray 
started his run with the Cubs in 1982. 
Fifteen years after his death, Caray is still 
part of the celebration, both inside the park 
where some guest singers still mention him, 
and outside, where fans can see a statute of 
Caray in his famous singing pose.
Oboikowitch said the new plan calls for 
handing the microphone over to people like 
former Cubs players and various Chicago 
celebrities like actors Vince Vaughn and 
Gary Sinise. Always welcome would be any 
member of the 1985 Super Bowl champion 
Bears, of course.
“!ey’re always exciting for people to see 
... to have them back and relive some of the 
glory,” Oboikowitch said.
!at’s not to say there won’t be rough 
patches.
Cubs take Ozzy, Vanna out of the ball game
the AssociAted Press
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Argyle Sweater
Flying Mccoys
Pooch Cafe
F Minus
Aries — Today is an 8 — You’re 
more responsible for getting your 
economy growing than you think. 
Close friends help you surpass obstacles. 
There’s profitable work coming in. 
Accept their encouragement.
Taurus — Today is a 7 — Find the 
perfect balance between work and 
play, or combine them. It’s possible. But 
don’t overlook possible breakdowns. 
Take care not to provoke jealousies. 
New opportunities open up.
Gemini — Today is a 7 —
Disagreements motivate action 
and create a domino effect that 
helps solve the puzzle. Your input 
is key. Go ahead and be decisive. 
Don’t waste time arguing. 
Cancer — Today is an 8 — Your 
heart is torn between business and 
pleasure. You know which one to 
choose if you consider carefully. 
Home calls you tonight; postpone 
travel or risky propositions.
Leo — Today is a 9 — Things 
may seem upside down today, but 
your mental powers are strong. 
Don’t gamble with your reserves, 
however. Make sure to take care of 
your health. Discipline is required.
Virgo — Today is a 9 — For the 
coming month, rely on a supportive 
partner. You’re very lucky in love now. 
Add organization to avoid missing 
an important date. Stop doing 
something that’s unprofitable.
Libra — Today is a 9 — Look 
deeper and gain insight into your own 
higher values. Begin planning home 
improvements. Do what worked 
before with a touch of your own 
originality. Drink plenty of water.
Scorpio — Today is a 6 — Be 
cautious with money. Try not to 
spend it all, and you could even 
profit. Give your partnerships some 
care. It’s best if you don’t force things 
to fit. Gentle pressure works best.
Sagittarius — Today is a 7 —  Love 
is all you need. Detours may happen on 
the way to your destination, so you may 
want to give yourself plenty of time. Get 
in touch with your creative and open 
mind. Friends lend a hand.
Capricorn — Today is a 9 — You 
take on a vast project. Being well 
organized is crucial, especially 
because not all turns out as it 
appears. Give it full effort, complete 
the level, and get a bonus.
Aquarius — Today is an 8 — 
Don’t buy treats now; add them to 
your wish list. Your experience is worth 
more than your possessions. Throw 
your hat over the fence and commit to 
something you’ve always wanted.
Pisces — Today is a 6 — 
There may be conflicting orders, 
which forces you to be creative. 
Being prepared is only part of the 
equation. You also have to learn to 
improvise. It’s all in the listening.
Pop Culture Comics
Sherbert By Ryan Wiggins : sherbertwiggins@yahoo.com
Blundergrads By Phil Flickinger (www.blundergrads.com)
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Complete the grid so each 
row, column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold borders) 
contain every digit, 1 to 
9. For strategies on how 
to solve Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.org.uk.
Wednesday’s Answers:
SOLUTION TO WEDNESDAY’S PUZZLE
Complete the grid
so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit, 1 to 9. 
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
© 2013 The Mepham Group. Distributed by 
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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Level: 1 2 3 4
Monday’s Puzzle Solved
THE Daily Commuter Puzzle by Jacqueline E. Mathews
FOR RELEASE DECEMBER 8, 2011
ACROSS
1 Walking on __;
elated
4 Pinnacles
9 “Get lost!”
13 Very dry
15 Bird’s tweet
16 Vagabond
17 Conceal
18 Cuban dance
19 On __ toes;
alert
20 Isolation
22 Understands
23 At __; relaxed
24 African
antelope
26 Posture;
position
29 Settler residing
in a new land
34 Explorer __ de
Leon
35 Assumption;
thing taken for
granted
36 Poor grade
37 Opie’s pa
38 Dwelt
39 Norton & Berry
40 Even score
41 Start
42 Bread ingredient
43 On cloud nine
45 Cereal grass
46 Word of disgust
47 Rotate
48 Heroic story
51 Lawyers
56 Filthy buildup
57 Public uprisings
58 Go first
60 In the past
61 Muse with
vengeful delight
62 Wise man
63 Celebrity
64 Shouts
65 Hee-__; bray
DOWN
1 Ooh and __
over; admire
2 Often-purple
showy flower
3 Go by car, e.g.
4 Point the finger
at
5 Selected
6 Very short
skirt
7 Therefore
8 “The Star-__
Banner”
9 Japanese
military
governor
10 Ice cream
scoop holder
11 Aid in crime
12 Fling
14 Respectable
behavior
21 “Arsenic and
Old __”
25 Prefix for fat or
profit
26 Large amount
rushing in
27 Pick-me-up
28 Chile’s range
29 Do one’s __
duty; vote, e.g.
30 Microwave __
31 Perfect
32 Intelligence
33 Quick to anger
35 Oscar-winning
Leslie Caron
movie
38 Listlessness
39 Pieces of corn
41 Sack
42 Tale
44 __ out; get tired
45 Explodes
47 Sum
48 Personalities
49 Football kick
50 Peruvian Indian
52 Flooring piece
53 Chisel or saw
54 Slangy reply
55 Long story
59 Morning drops
Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved
(c) 2011 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
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Wednesday’s
Answers:
Answer:
(Answers tomorrow)
BRISK VAULT REDUCE PARLAYYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: When the actress started appearing in com-
mercials, she became a — “SELL-EBRITY”
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
SKNUT
HECIT
CLAAAP
WANEAK
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Now arrange the circled letters 
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THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
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HECIT
CLAAAP
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BRISK VAULT REDUCE PARL YYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: When the actress started appearing in com-
mercials, she became a — “SELL- BRITY”
Now arrange th circled l tters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THA  SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four rdinary words.
SKNUT
HECIT
CLAAAP
WANEAK
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Print your
answer here: (Answers tomorrow)
BRISK VAULT REDUCE PARLAYYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: When the actress started appearing in com-
mercials, she became a — “SELL-EBRITY”
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
SKNUT
HECIT
CLAAA
WANEAK
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Answers Will Be Given On Page 19
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Monday’s Puzzle Solved
Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
FOR RELEASE FEBRUARY 7, 2013
ACROSS
1 Former “Idol”
judge, to fans
4 Head of Slytherin
House, in Potter
books
9 “The Hobbit”
dragon
14 Rower’s tool
15 Fax ancestor
16 Gdansk dance
17 A, in Acapulco
18 Instruction for this
puzzle
20 Food fish
22 Iris family flowers
23 Leg bone
24 Inamorato
25 Goes out to sea
29 Bygone dagger
31 Coke competitor
33 “Really?”
responses
35 Spanish custard
38 Curved
39 Small, numbered
60-Acrosses
42 Five-0 detective,
familiarly
43 Poet Pound
44 Bill’s adventurous
partner
45 Swellhead
47 Caesar’s “I came”
49 “Jeopardy!”
creator Griffin
50 See from afar
53 Set of eight
57 ___ Sketch: toy
59 Pretender
60 What you’ll draw
in this grid if you
18-Across with
six straight lines
64 __ Lanka
65 Reprimander’s
slapping spot?
66 Guitarist Eddy
67 Actress Ullmann
68 Caravan
stopovers
69 Lustful deity
70 High card
DOWN
1 Knight game
2 Hawaii’s
Pineapple Island
3 Dental brand
4 Title subject of a
G.B. Shaw play
5 Broadway light
6 Baba who
outwitted thieves
7 Shilling’s five
8 Soldier in a war
film, e.g.
9 What freelancers
may work on?
10 Star givers, often
11 Stout relative
12 “My dog has
fleas” instrument
13 __ guzzler
19 Appointment
time
21 International
contest with a
cosmic name
24 Prove otherwise
26 Italian bowling
game
27 Run, as colors
28 Like Eeyore
30 Pair in Banff?
32 Bounder
33 Old enough
34 __ among
thieves
36 Wood carver
37 Brazen
40 Children’s author
Asquith
41 Daniel __ Kim:
“Hawaii Five-0”
actor
42 BHO, but not
GWB
46 MIT’s newspaper,
with “The”
48 Tryst at twelve
51 Gets rid of
52 St. Anthony’s
home
54 Magnetic
induction unit
55 Apt first name of
Fleming’s
Goldfinger
56 Automatic
transmission
gear
58 Skin pictures,
briefly
59 Doodle’s ride
60 Not quite a
crowd, so they
say
61 Swing or jazz
follower
62 “’Tain’t” rebuttal
63 Squealer
Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved
By Mike Buckley 2/7/13
(c)2013 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 2/7/13
02/28/13
Think You Got It?
Check Your 
Answers
On Page
19
Advanced Crossword
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
Check Your 
Answers 
On Page
19
Check Your Answers On Page 19
February 29 - March 3, 2013
  24 February 28 - March 3, 2013
The Salukis’ upcoming game against 
Bradley University will mark the 10th game 
since ex-head coach Missy Tiber resigned 
from her position.
She resigned Jan. 21., with SIU director of 
athletics citing her disappointment with the 
team not meeting her expectations and after 
some soul-searching, that it was time to leave 
the university.  When asked, interm-coach 
and longtime friend of Tiber, Adrianne 
Harlow was vague about the resignation.
“I’d rather not talk about it,” Harlow 
said.  “It’s something that we’ve kind of said 
we weren’t going to discuss with the media. 
It just wasn’t a good day for anybody.”
Harlow and Tiber have been coaching 
together for the 12 years, and Harlow was 
also coached by Tiber during her Hall of 
Fame college career at West Liberty State.
!e two shared the bench together at 
Tusculum College and Belmont Abbey College, 
where they had a career coaching record of 
167-71.  Harlow now without Tiber for the 
"rst time in 16 years, said she has re#ected on 
her experiences she has accumulated taking 
over for her friend as head coach.
“I’ve learned a lot,” Harlow said. 
“Number one, how I could have been 
a better assistant. You’re sitting there 
as an assistant and you think you’re 
helping sometimes, and sometimes you’re 
hindering, and maybe you say too much, or 
you’re not giving good feedback when it’s 
needed.  If I go back to being an assistant,I 
think I’ll be better at it because I’ll know 
more about what a coach needs.”
Under the two coaches, the university 
has not seen the success the duo has had in 
the past.  In the last four years, the Salukis 
have had a record of 21-93 under Harlow 
and Tiber.  Since Tiber resigned, the team 
has lost their last nine games with Harlow 
as interm-coach.
Saluki freshman guard Rishonda Napier 
said despite the tough start, she was 
impressed with Harlow’s transition.
“Coach Harlow has stepped up and done 
a great job,” Napier said.  “She is always 
positive and coaches us to win. She makes us 
feel like every time we play we have a chance 
to win, and that’s what we need from her.”
Despite a poor record, the team brought 
in one of the best recruiting classes in SIU 
history with its 2011 class, which ranked 
36th nationally on ESPN’s Hoopgurlz.  The 
class included freshman Saluki center Dyana 
Pierre, sophomore guard Cartaesha Macklin 
and sophomore guard Ariel Haynes.
Harlow said Macklin’s progression as the 
team’s leading scorer has made her a target 
for opponents.
“When you are a freshman you can make 
a lot more mistakes and get away with it 
because you’re a freshman,” Harlow said. 
“Now she is supposed to be the go-to girl 
and other teams have keyed in on her and 
it’s a lot of pressure, it’s hard to handle. 
Even still, she is very young, but as she can 
learn that now as a sophomore that will 
help her so much as a junior and senior.”
Now the Salukis are in need for seniors 
as there are none in the 2013 roster.  They 
are led in nearly every statistical category 
by freshman and sophomores, and despite 
the team’s current 12-game losing streak, 
Harlow sees a bright future for the team.
“I told them the other night how Wichita 
State was, who basically started off the 
same way we were,” she said.  “They went 
up from freshmen to seniors through the 
hard times and now they are number one 
(in the Missouri Valley Conference).  They 
were sitting in your seat and you guys can 
do that same thing if you stay together, 
work hard and be coachable. Then you can 
have that potential.”
The words from Harlow appear to be 
ringing true within the team, as players said 
they are giving everything to prove they are 
not what their record shows.
Macklin has averaged 18.3 points per game 
in the last three contests. “Once you set your 
mind to something you just try to go out 
there and do it,” Macklin said.  “If you love 
something so much you will keep getting up 
after everything, and I know we have battled 
some losses and some struggles, but in the end 
we have to be the ones to go out there and play 
and give our all.  !at’s what I’m concerned 
about right now, just going out there and 
busting our butts giving back to this program 
and just trying to help change everything.”
Matt Ferguson can be reached at 
mferguson@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 282
10 Games in
Harlow fills mentor’s shoes
MATT FERGUSON
The Weekender 
Adrienne Harlow reacts to a referee’s call Feb. 16, during the women’s basketball team’s 77-64 loss to Indiana State University at SIU Arena.
Chris Zoeller | THE WEEKENDER
‘‘W hen you are a freshman you can make a lot more mistakes and get away with it because you’re a freshman. 
  — Adrianne Harlow
SIUC Interm-coach
